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Abstract

The purpose of this article was to analyze the inter-rater reliability in assessing Javanese dance practice Golek Clunthang learned by the students of Dance Education study program in State University of Jakarta through e-assessment methods. The problem faced was how the inter-rater reliability works in assessing dance practice through e-assessment technology, since most dance assessments get critics that would determine the scores. Another problem was the element of subjectivity and the lack of consistency of the rater in the scoring process. Therefore, this researcher aimed at presenting the results of the inter-rater reliability of the e-assessment-based dance practice assessment instrument. The instrument was tested on 2 raters with 18 students in two groups of dance class. Inter-rater reliability was analyzed by Intraclass Correlation Coefficient. However, it was necessary to equalize the perception of the raters in understanding the criteria and rubrics of the assessment, because the consistency of the reassessment would affect the reliability between raters, and this can be solved through the use of e-assessment in conducting the assessment. The advantage of assessing dance using e-assessment is that the assessor can re-assess, with the same results. E-assessment technically makes it easier to conduct an assessment, anywhere and anytime. This learning and assessment system will be interactive, because it can provide transparent feedback and scores. However, it is highly recommended to use more than 2 appraisers in order to minimize the element of subjectivity.
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Dance is classified as a complicated motor skill that necessitates a lot of practice (Enghauser, 2012). Dance learning is a broad idea because it refers to a skill domain that is tied to behavior and knowledge. In other words, learning goals must result in a change in behavior or activity as a result of stimulus and response (Thordike, 1978 – 1949). When children learn one of the traditional dances that must be expressed based on the culture, behavioral transformation occurs. Dance learning demands a hierarchical learning model that requires high-thinking, emotional, and physical operation, in addition to memorizing and absorbing facts and skills (Warburton, 2011).

In dance learning, not only is the analysis that exhibits skills required to determine whether a learning process is successful, but also it is the assessment that focuses on performance, such as movement order, the application of pace based on rhythm, strength, and sentiments (Steven & Hesketh, 2013). This difficulty explains the dance evaluation employing high-precision motion capture using a motion introduction sensor system via Markov's "hiding" model method, as well as some movements acquired in real time (Laraba & Tilmanne, 2016). The motion capture approach creates a virtual simulator prototype in which a dance performance is collected and compared to a template of previously taught dance motions (Aristidou et al., 2014).

A tool known as Performance Competence Evaluation Measure (PCEM) is used to evaluate aspects from dance performances (Krasnow & Chatfield, 2009) by using 2 steps, which involves first the literature reviews to study the measuring instrument and to describe a dance performance on the qualitative measuring instrument development, and second, to test the validity and reliability of PCEM with 3 judges and 20 samples by showing the reliability of intra-rater and inter-rater (Krasnow & Chatfield, 2009). Dance assessments which mostly explore metacognitive skills, creativity, communication skill and skill to work productively (Ridgway et al., 2004), which is hard to do objectively. PCEM was developed by Krasnow and Chatfield (2009) and it was used as a foundation research tool in this article, to analyze the inter-rater reliability in assessing dance practice with the use of technology.

Assessment is a controversial topic in dance education, and some experts argue that arts cannot be assessed objectively (Hernandez, 2012), while others acknowledge the importance of assessment in dance classes where students direct their own learning about composition, technique, and practice (Englebright & Mahoney, 2012; Harding, 2012). The argument depends on the definition of summative and formative assessment. Summative assessment or learning assessment is created to evaluate learning for the purpose of setting the score, grades, or ranks. On the other hand, formative assessment is considered a learning assessment (Stiggins, 2006) and is meant to give feedbacks for the students and teachers to improve their growth in the learning process (Schildkamp et al., 2020). More specifically, formative assessment is a process to clarify a learning goal and performance of work, subjects, or units; it gives continuous feedback about students’ improvements to reaching the goals; and to revise instructions and students’ works based on the feedback (Shute, 2008; Wisniewski et al., 2020).

Assessments that measure students’ skills comprehensively, as in dance assessments, demand students to do the real life’s works and to show the essence in applying their knowledge and skills, and therefore the authentic assessment is used (Mueller, 2005). A more complete data can be collected through authentic assessment, along with the documentation of the students’ skills based on the learning order that they experience (Donnelly, 2006). On the other hand, topics about assessment has a different characteristic (Clements et al., 2003; Ginsburg et al., 2016), so not all topics can be assessed the same way. Therefore, there needs to be different assessing techniques (Kane, 2001). One of the techniques that can be authentically given to students are practice assignments.

The research (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007; Smit et al., 2017; Wulan, 2008) and some of the experts’ arguments (e.g., Kan & Bulut, 2014) show the importance of practice assessment, along with a good rubric. Therefore, the rater inconsistency problem in understanding the rubrics affects the major difference on the score result given in the assessment paper (Andrade & Du, 2005). Some researches for instance, (Smit et al., 2017; Wulan, 2008) shows that most of the time, the rater is inconsistent in using the rubric. This is due to the lack of teachers’ experience in operating the rubric and also the rubric’s quality itself (Adnan & Bulut, 2014). Other than that, the inconsistencies also happen due to the lack of understanding of constructions or rubrics’ aspects. This condition becomes a serious problem and pushes the empirical test of practice assessment reliability that is used in assessing students’ dance practice assignments.

The rater tries to use a wide range when assessing the practice result. However, with the same training and teaching experience, rater may evaluate students’ work differently (Lumley, 1998; Shafer et al., 2001). The difference is caused by how the raters understand and apply the assessment rubric, as well as subjectivity level in giving the assessment (Eckes, 2008). As a result, the students receive bias assessment results. This becomes a serious problem that encourage the empirical testing of practice assessment reliability that is used to assess students’ practice assignments.
In these few decades, dance practice assessments have undergone several innovations from experts, but entering the 21st century and the development of information and technology (IT) it continues to bring major changes to society, especially since the use of internet in teaching was applied in some countries (Pang, 2020). So as in assessments, it is seen as an important part of a system with the purpose to strengthen the education quality and to facilitate mobility amongst students. Students have to be assessed using criteria, proved. A system where students’ works are assessed, with the generalization index from the retest aspect that refers to the whole group but not to the individual assessor. The reliability of intra-assessor can be reported as a single index to the whole assessment project, or for each assessor separately. In the last case, they are usually reported using the kappa Cohen statistic, or as a correlation coefficient between two texts from the same sets of essays (Shohamy et al., 1992) for the example of individual-sized study of intra-assessor reliability. In the assessment program’s description, the intra-assessor’s reliability is indexed by the average of individual-assessor’s reliability, with the intra-class correlation (ICC) or with the generalization index from the retest aspect that refers to the whole group but not to the individual-assessor.

Assessment using ICT is later known as e-assessment, which encompass the whole assessment process, starting from designing the work to keeping the results with the help of ICT (Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), 2005). So as the use of e-assessment where the learning system and assessment is using computers, so the assessment becomes interactive because it can give transparent scores and feedback (Mackenzie, 2003). In all academic fields, especially the ones having a major development, there is always the need to analyze in order to get the overview and to learn where the gaps need to be filled (Creswell & Creswell, 2017; Webster & Watson, 2002). This can help support the assessment process in dance practice learning now by using Electronic Data Exchange to accelerate the communication between schools and assessment authorities; the process of learning marking and recording scores can be improved. A system where students’ works are scanned and distributed has more advantage than the conventional system in terms of logistics (e.g., posting and tracking papers in a huge amounts of numbers), and a continuous monitoring can guarantee a reliable high marking. The works these days push the limit in some fields such as understanding the text and automatically analyze students’ analysis and strategy (Hachimura et al., 2004).

Based on this study, the problem in this article stated to find out how the raters’ reliability worked in assessing dance practice through the use of e-assessment technology. The Golek Clunthang dance is learned in formal and informal institutions, so a valid instrument was needed to do assessment as a result of learning. Therefore, in order to meet the need of the dance assessment, an instrument to assess the Golek Clunthang dance based on the movement variety was used. This helped assessors in doing a more valid and reliable assessment through the online system.

The purpose of this article was to analyze the reliability between raters in assessing Java dance practice Golek Clunthang learned by students of Dance Education study program in State University of Jakarta through e-assessment. E-assessment can be a solution to the assessment today and future (Mackenzie, 2003), so that the bias of assessing dance practice and the subjectivity can be eliminated. This article tested the reliability between assessors in assessing the dance practice using e-assessment. To test the reliability between two assessors, students were given scores by the raters on the same day but in a different time. The scores produced by each rater were compared to one another for each size through the e-assessment.

**Literature Review**

**Inter-Rater Reliability**

Most of the studies about assessment behavior report about the reliability of the assessors. This type of reliability can be considered as retests reliability from a single test. This is most commonly reported in medical literature, but it is rarely reported in the context of psychology or education assessment (Jonsson & Svingby, 2007). The reliability of intra-assessor can be reported as a single index to the whole assessment project, or for each assessor separately. In the last case, they are usually reported using the kappa Cohen statistic, or as a correlation coefficient between two texts from the same sets of essays (Shohamy et al., 1992) for the example of individual-sized study of intra-assessor reliability. In the assessment program’s description, the intra-assessor’s reliability is indexed by the average of individual-assessor’s reliability, with the intra-class correlation (ICC) or with the generalization index from the retest aspect that refers to the whole group but not to the individual-assessor.
Inter-rater reliability or reliability between observers is about how far do two or more assessors (or observers, code designers, examiners) agree. This discusses about the problem of applying the ranking system consistently. The reliability between assessors can be evaluated using different statistics. Some of the more common statistics are the percentage agreement, kappa, moment-product correlation, and intra-class correlation coefficient. A high reliability score between assessors is based on the strong agreement between the two assessors. A low reliability score between assessors is based on the weak agreement between two assessors (Lange, 2018).

The equivalence decision of a measuring tool is done by the inter-rater reliability method that can be done by using 3 methods, such as: Percent Agreement, Cohen’s Kappa and Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation. Percent Agreement and Cohen’s Kappa were used to assess the reliability of an instrument that produces a nominal data (e.g., sick or not sick, whether an event happens or not) from an observation result. Meanwhile the interval or ratio scale data is done by the Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation test, which is to correlate the measuring results between observers (Gwet, 2014; Hallgren, 2012; McHugh, 2012). When the Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) gets higher when considering a reliability between assessors, as well as the statistic size to determine a reliability level, the reliability between assessors gets better (Gross & Batté, 2002). The best reliability score between assessors is 0.90 to 1.00, while the good ICC score is 0.75 to 0.90. The medium score is 0.50 to 0.75, while the low score is less than 0.50.

Javanese Dance Practice “Golek Clunthang”

The Javanese traditional culture is one of the Indonesian cultures that is constantly affected by globalization. However, the Javanese traditional culture that is still entrenched in the society, which is now still supported and conserved by people in cities or villages, amongst the noblemen and common people, is the traditional ceremony related to life cycle, as well as an art form which is dance of beksa (Wibowo, 1981). Javanese culture and the people now are experiencing changes and shifts in so many aspects of life, affected by: 1) Social, politics, and culture, 2) The spirit of nationalism, 3) Globalization flow (SUMARYONO, 2003).

The Javanese dance Golek Clunthang is a subject studied in the Dance Education study program at State University of Jakarta. During this pandemic, the learning and assessment is done through e-assessment, so as not to reduce the quality of learning. To maintain the objectivity of the assessment of the learning outcomes of Javanese dance Golek Clunthang, an external assessor who has good Javanese dance competence is used.

E-assessment

Technology offers new steps to assess learning that will produce a rich source of data and can broaden the ways where the educators understand learning mastery and teaching effectiveness (Vendlinksi & Stevens, 2002). E-assessment (Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), 2005) including the use of computers as a part of every activity that are related to assessment, such as summative, formative, or diagnostic, as well as online assignments submission in the form of e-portfolio or reflective blog, feedback delivered through an audio file that is recorded in computers. Technology-based assessment or technology enhanced is a new assessment helped by computers, often called by e-assessment.

E-assessment as a partner for e-learning (Mackenzie, 2003) offers a synchronization of teaching and assessment methods (Ashton & Thomas, 2006; Gipps, 2005), provides various improvements in task designs by doing e-portfolios, simulations and interactive games, and skill assessment that is not easily to assess conventionally (JISC, 2010). This provides a solution to students who were learning remotely. E-assessment allows students to understand their weakness (Miller, 2008) and feedback that is considered impersonal (Earley, 1988) and non-judgmental (Beevers et al., 2010). Therefore, the use of digital can be a ‘window’ (Nicholas et al., 2009) to students’ thinking that provides information, both for students and teachers.

The following is an e-assessment that has been developed based on the needs in learning and dance assessment (Triana & Juniasih, 2019) that is used to assess the Javanese dance practice Golek Clunthang along with its rubric. Students uploaded videos to the e-assessment, then the assessors gave scores to the assessment menu in the e-assessment, as shown in Figure 1:
Methods

Participants

Participants involved in this study were 18 of 52 students of the dance education study program who taught the Javanese dance course *Golek Clunthang*, who were asked to do assignments by demonstrating the dance, and the lecturers assessed the practice results done by the students through the e-assessment. Samples were selected randomly by uploading videos that matched the requirements, which are clarity, video clarity, and shooting distance. The assessors as raters consisted of 2 people who have competence as Javanese dance teachers in non-formal institutions. Assessors were selected from external party so that the assessment could be done objectively, and they had no psychological relationship with the students tested.

Procedure

Data in this study was collected through practice assessment sheets through e-assessment. The sheets contain the criteria or aspects that were assessed in practice assignments and graded by 2 raters. The sheets were then used to assess practice assignment given to the students. Potential raters were filtered by researchers to see whether they fulfilled the criteria to participate. To guide the lecturers in assessing, a rubric in the e-assessment was developed as a guide for raters to do the assessment. Rubrics are used to guarantee the objectivity of assessment. Raters did the assessment by giving a score through observations with a scale of 1 (incorrect), 2 (inappropriate), 3 (precise) and 4 (very precise) based on 1) pillars of *wiraga*, which are the variety of movements that must be done correctly, 2) Rentak or *wirama*, which is the accuracy of movement with tempo / accompaniment, 3) variety of *wirupa*, which is the accuracy of style according to aesthetics, 4) taste of *wirasa*, which is appreciation or expression that is performed according to the character of the dance.

Data Analysis

The data analysis technique used is descriptive quantitative. The data analysis technique in this study was a reliability technique by looking at the relevance of expert judgment and internal consistency. Other than that, inter-rater approach was used in estimating the reliability of the instrument. Data were checked by the Levene’s test for variance equality. Data were exported from e-assessment in a .csv format to Excel to count the score order and the total score for the four combined sequences. The related Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and 95% of Confidence Interval (CI) were calculated in SPSS. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using a two-way mixed effects model for single raters, single measurement scores for each dancer or demonstrator, definition of consistency and checking of all raters. Inter-rater reliability was assessed using a two-way random effects model for multiple raters, a single measurement score for each dancer-demonstrator, definition of consistency and checking of all raters. ICC values are considered low for 0.49, moderate for 0.50 – 0.69, high for 0.70 – 0.89, and very high for 0.90 – 1.00 (Munro, 2005).
Results

The evaluation of dance practice assessment was done with the help of 2 external raters who mastered the Javanese dance Golek Clunthang and did not have psychological affinity with the students being assessed. The steps of the assessment were as follows: (1) the perception equation was carried out a day before the assessment was done, the researchers gave the instrument to the raters and explained the means consisted in the indicator items; (2) Raters were given training and simulations on how to assess through e-assessment; each rater observed the video uploaded by students, then assessed based on the rubric provided in the system, then the rater filled in the assessment items by giving the score of 1, 2, 3, 4 as an evaluation result. This was done so that when the rater conducted an assessment, it could avoid misinterpretation of the assessment items (3) the rater conducted an assessment of students through e-assessment, (4) the researcher downloaded all the results of the assessment that had been carried out by the rater through e-assessment, then calculated the level of agreement of the two raters, (5) the researcher held a discussion with the raters and asked for input on the assessment instrument used.

After the researchers had downloaded all the research result through the e-assessment and counted the level of agreement (reliability) between the two raters, it was obtained by calculating the inter-rater reliability coefficient using the Intra-class Correlation Coefficient. The results of the calculations using the SPSS version 22 program are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-class Correlation&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two-way mixed effects model where people effects are random and measures effects are fixed
a. The estimator is the same, whether the interaction effect is present or not.
b. Type C intraclass correlation coefficients using a consistency definition. The between-measure variance is excluded from the denominator variance
c. This estimate is computed assuming the interaction effect is absent, because it is not estimable otherwise

Based on the data in Table 1, it can be seen that the results of the ICC calculation using the SPSS v.22 analysis results were obtained, which showed that the average agreement between raters was 0.543, while the consistency for raters was 0.704, which means it has high stability (Munro, 2005). Based on the calculation results, it can be explained that raters had a fairly high consistency in evaluating the Javanese dance Golek Clunthang.

Table 2 shows the outputs of the ANOVA analysis, and whether there were statistically significant differences between the groups’ means. The results seem to indicate that the pairwise comparisons of the mean score raters assigned to the dance practice assessment differed significantly from each other. It can be seen clearly that the significance level is 0.000, placed below 0.001 (p < 0.001). Therefore, there is a significant difference statistically in the average score given by different assessors. This may mean that there is a contrast difference between scores given by the assessors for the same essay product and the reliability between assessors is very low. The result uses the help from Version 22 of SPSS Program, presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. ANOVA analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

In the dance practice assessment, the total of inter-rater scores were highly correlated on the retests, but the individual order correlation was lower, ranging from 0.543 – 0.704. It is possible that the results between were increased, if the previous raters observed the practice result before doing the assessment for the second time. High results between raters shows that the observation of dance assessment was kept fresh in the raters’ mind during the first assessment. It was in line with the explanation of inter-rater reliability (Scheel et al., 2018), that inter-rater reliability refers to the consistency of data recorded by two or more raters, measuring the same subject during one experiment. Inter-rater reliability helps in determining whether the measurement tool provides support and confidence in assessing dance practice.

The presence of unskilled raters is often inconsistent in reassessment and will affect the reliability of inter-raters. Therefore, using e-assessment will help, because the advantages of assessing dance using e-assessment is that the assessor can re-assess with the same results. E-assessment technically makes it easier to conduct an assessment. However, it is highly recommended to use more than 2 raters.

This difference can also be observed by examining the inter-rater consensus between raters. It seems that different weighting for each sub-criterion could result in more consistent assessments as stated by raters, because the results of different correlation coefficients obtained using the Fischerz transform also support the idea that inter-rater scores are similar but not equal. Pairwise comparison with ANOVA tells us that inter-rater scores are never significantly the same. This means that different scores were given to the practice assessment at different times. If a lower score is given for the same practice assessment in two different sessions around the boundary score, it obviously means that success and failure depend on the source of variation. At this point, raters and the time elapsed between assessments may appear to be variation sources.

The coefficient G also indicates that scoring is more precise and effective when a scale is used, as it increases reliability between raters. Considering some limitations, further research on the effectiveness and usefulness of the scale was carried out because it was difficult to conclude what process the raters went through when they were assessing dance practice through e-assessment. The more information there is, the more reliable it is, because more data will be retrieved (Zlatkin-Troitschanskaia et al., 2019).

The description above shows that the use of e-assessment in Golek Clunthang dance can be done with ICT-based assessment, and this will certainly help make it easier for assessors or teachers when assessing conventional dance practices towards digital / paperless-based assessments.

Conclusion

This study proves that practice assessment through e-assessment can minimize subjectivity and seems to have to pay attention to the internal responses of assessors with different functions or ways in using dance practice assessment criteria. Statistical analysis clearly shows that the assessment of dance practice through e-assessment is more reliable and consistent. The correlation coefficient is higher and is supported by the rater himself, as seen in the SPSS data.

However, when the total score and rater assessment results are examined, it can be seen clearly that the scores are different from each other even though the correlation coefficient is high and significant. It may be more accurate if Kline’s (1986) cut-off coefficient (0.70) for meaningful correlation could be increased to 0.90, at least to provide more reliable evidence or ranking. This means that the scores given are more similar or closer to each other. The training provided and the agreement of the assessors before the assessment process for each group of students also seems to need to equalize perceptions of the criteria and indicators of assessment. In order to obtain verbal descriptions as concrete information, it is best to understand this process, and to define the decision-making process of the rater, systematic steps need to be considered in conducting a follow-up assessment.

In terms of inter-rater reliability in assessing dance practice through e-assessment, it is considered reliable in the high category. Some of the weaknesses that showed up during the research process, such as the criteria that became the object of assessment and were stated in the dance assessment sheet, were not made based on in-depth theoretical studies. Other than that, there is no further validity test from the new dance practice assessment sheet that has been done. In response to these weaknesses, the following suggestions are: (a) in developing the criteria
or aspects of the assessment, it should be derived from an in-depth theoretical study. With a deep and strong theory, valid operational definitions will be produced on each criterion or aspect; (b) when the dance assessment sheet is obtained, the results of the rotation of several aspects must be further tested for validity. This way, the validity of the new instrument will be known; (c) lecturers or education practitioners must formulate a brief and clear descriptor on the assessment rubric, (d) to minimize the element of subjectivity in the assessment of dance practice, it is necessary to have inter-rater consistency so that the scores can be accounted for. With a descriptor that is too long, it often confuses raters, and in the end the rater will give the wrong assessment.
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